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Longhopes Donkey Shelter has 

purchased This new Property  

to help more  donkeys! 
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We started with an old loafing shed and a 

concrete room to store our feed. (above) 

  

That shed is now our Senior Barn (left) 

with a heated infirmary. 

 

The concrete room is now a wonderful  

                                               feedroom with lights, heat and plumbing. (right) 

 
 

 

 

  
       Ford’s Inlet                  The ASSpen Inn    The Fitting Place 
    
Each building project included fencing, gates, electricity and plumbing for automatic waterers.   All 

barns also have cameras to monitor the donkeys remotely. 

   Once Upon a Time at Longhopes 

The Bunkhouse The Lodge     The Oasis  The Grove 

The donkeys kept arriving (over 800 now), and we kept building to keep up. 



Looking Back 16 YearsLooking Back 16 YearsLooking Back 16 YearsLooking Back 16 Years            by Kathy Deanby Kathy Deanby Kathy Deanby Kathy Dean    

I knew nothing about donkeys when I bought two feral stock foals in 1998.  I thought I was buying 

friendly baby donkeys, but they were actually 2 wild foals who had never been handled.  Over the 

next 6 months I had to learn everything the hard way.  In the process I was overwhelmed by their  

smart, affectionate dispositions and knew that someone should do something to save more of these 

gentle beasts from the slaughterhouse.   

 

Soon I was asked to rehabilitate a pair of donkeys that a woman was    

buying as pets.  Those donkeys were named Gus and Brownie.  I was still 

new to donkeys, but I found it very rewarding to improve their health and 

skills.  Unfortunately, Gus and Brownie were soon discarded by the new 

owner and  I learned the painful lesson that animal ownership is just     

temporary for some people.   

 

I felt bad when the owner didn’t accept my offer to take Gus and      

Brownie.  I thought about them many times over the next few years and vowed that “if I had  another 

chance, I’d do right by Gus and Brownie.” 

 

In 1999, my husband and I found a 20 acre property in Bennett.  The month we moved in I agreed to 

take in a 40 year old donkey who had no place to go.  That was Rocky.   (Below photos). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rocky had many good days.  He was a great teacher and he never gave me a moment of grief          

despite his deafness and his need for heavy winter bedding.  I do not regret the care he required    

before he passed away 2 years later.   

 

Later in 1999, I was talked into taking 5 donkeys who were 

awaiting shipment to one of the U.S. slaughterhouses still in 

operation.  That is when Longhopes was born with  [left to 

right] myself, Alan Miller, Ginger Duplisse, Sandy Usher and 

Janet Mallow.  

 

Back to Gus and Brownie.  A few years later Longhopes received a call from a woman who said she 

was moving and no longer wanted her donkeys.  I agreed that Longhopes would come and get the 

donkeys.  As I drove up to the woman’s property I saw two donkeys off in a distant paddock.  I was 

overwhelmed with emotion and yelled out “It’s Gus and Brownie.”  Sure enough, they had landed in 

a terrible home and their health had regressed badly. 

 

But, I got my chance to make it right.  Brownie was rehabbed, adopted and eventually died of old 

age at his adoptive home.  Gus remains with his subsequent adopters.  These donkeys taught me that 

we must provide a permanent safety net for the donkeys we save. 



From the Top  BrASS               by Kathy Dean, President/Founder 

I hope you enjoyed our stroll down memory lane.  The years have gone by quickly but 
none of it happened without hard work and a dedication to putting the welfare of our 
donkeys above all other priorities…...But nothing remains the same except change. 
 
Last fall the 20 acre fenced real estate across the street from Longhopes became      
available for sale at a very good price.  To secure the property until Longhopes had the 
funds to buy it, my husband and I put up the money to purchase the land. 

Without depriving the donkeys of quality care, Longhopes then saved the pennies,   
nickels and dollars you donated.  We were also fortunate to receive a generous bequest 
which put Longhopes in position to buy the land last month. 

The property at 73 N. Dutch Valley Road will  make a great satellite facility for       
Longhopes to house an additional 20 donkeys.   

If necessary it could also be used as a large group              
quarantine facility or summer grazing site.   

Because the property contains a recently remodeled           
residence, Longhopes has live-in caretakers already on the 
property who watch over the donkeys there. 

BUT to maximize our use of the new property 
we need to complete some capital                    
improvements at an estimated cost of $28,900.       

These improvements include: 

    -adding automatic waterers 

    -upgrading the pasture fencing  

    -adding another barn 

                                                    -installing security fencing 

                                                    -building  a hay storage barn 

 

We have applied for a grant from the ASPCA that would match up to $10,000 of our 
own fund-raising.   

If we are not successful in the grant application, we will need to raise the entire $28,900 
for the projects. 

Please help us raise the money for this exciting new step in the future of Longhopes.  

               

2014 Statistics 
 

Rescues     77 
Adoptions  83 
 
Average Census  47 



501©(3) Charity  84-1538890 

Donations 
 

Checks 

Paypal 

Credit card by phone 

 

 

 
 

E.A.R.S. Sponsorship 

Volunteer 

In Kind Donations of Hay, Grain, Gift Cards 

Planned Giving by Will or Trust 

Direct stock, 401K, IRA payments to Longhopes 

Apply for Employer Matching Gifts 

                            2014 Financial ReporTS2014 Financial ReporTS2014 Financial ReporTS2014 Financial ReporTS    

Program Services Includes: 
Utilities  Wages   Repairs  Farrier          

Medical  Website  Feed   Tack    

Transportation Maintenance  Trainers  Dental   

Burial   Outreach   



        About Our Fund RaisingAbout Our Fund RaisingAbout Our Fund RaisingAbout Our Fund Raising    

Then --We write about it. 

 Next--We print it. 

 

Next--Volunteers address it to you. 

Then– we deliver it to you. 

First--We take the unwanted         
   We make them wanted.        
           We find them homes. 

What we don’t do: 
 
We don’t use professional solicitors  
     -who keep up to 50% of every $1 donated    
     -who sell your address 
     -who send monthly donation pleas 
     -who spend money on gifts for donations 
     -who use shock photos  
 
We  will not  make you pour ice cold water 
on your head to donate!!! 
 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Latest Adoptions 

Gabby, a 17 year old brown jennet, 

was rescued from a kill pen.  She can 

melt any heart and that is what she did 

with a family who needed a donkey to 

befriend the new horse of their herd.  

Gabby not only did that, but she takes 

equal charge of the other horses too. 

Ensign, a 3 year old black gelding, loves 

everyone.  He found a new home with C 

who had just lost his horse companion.  C 

was very lonely until Ensign showed up to 

fill the void.  C was thrilled to start over 

with a burro buddy and reconnect with his 

donkey roots. 

Aiden is a 9 year old gelding donkey.  

He quickly taught us that he likes    

horses as much as donkeys.  That made 

him perfect to guy to join 3 horses in 

their mountain home.  He is totally  

content to be the only Longears in that 

paddock. 

Laser, age 10, had a long road to his new 

home.  He was with Longhopes more than 2 

years gaining skills and trust in people.   

Finally he was chosen to befriend another 

Longhopes’ alumni whose companion died 

of old age.  Laser loves other geldings and 

can be very paternal so he was a perfect 

match. 



Hou-Deannie Gets Caught   by Sandy Usher 

 

EDITOR NOTE: An owner asked us to take a jennet who kept jumping a fence.  We doubted the     

described equine  was a donkey, but we agreed to take it.  When the equine arrived it was NOT a 

donkey but a big dark bay molly HINNY.  [A hinny is the offspring of a jennet and a stallion horse.]  

Hinnies have big donkey brains and a horse type flight ins,nct. 

 

Despite our best efforts, this hinny who we called Hou-Deannie avoided our contact and con,nued 

to escape through fences.  We felt we were failing with her.  Then Sandy showed up to save the day.   

 
Something about Deannie [now known as Greta Garbo for obvious reasons] intrigued me so I asked 

Longhopes if I could have a shot at working with her.  Eventually I brought Greta to my house to 

join my gelding horse, a miniature jennet named Eleanor, 2 goats and escape proof field fencing.  I 

can’t begin to explain why, but Greta and Eleanor formed an almost immediate bond (even though 

she formed no bond with any donkey at Longhopes) and the goats accepted her easily.  It took a lot 

longer with my horse Doc.  He would have no part of her dramatic attitude and constantly              

reprimanded her (horse style) for any behavior he deemed inappropriate.   

  

Every day for months I did the same thing over and over again with Greta.  I had to repeat simple 

things: like walking behind her without her bolting, trying to pet her, trying to brush her.  Small 

things that we do everyday with our equines like spraying for flies, putting on a flymask, bathing or 

wearing a blanket would send Greta into a panic attack.  It took months of repetition and more       

patience than I knew I possessed.  But it gives me enormous pleasure to tell you that Greta has      

become a much loved and very integral part of my animal family.  The most important part of her 

learning was the skill of standing for hoof cleaning/trimming.  We’re now working on getting her 

vaccinations done, but needles still terrify her and she blows up. 

 

One of the biggest things she has gained is the privilege to go riding with me.  I take her on several       

mountain trails where she is free to run, explore, graze, play…whatever.  The first few times were 

pretty exciting.  She would scare herself and take off for parts unknown.  Fortunately, she would 

eventually stop and wait to get found.  As soon as she saw me or on Doc, she would come running 

back and I’m not kidding, you could see the relief in her eyes.  She has learned confidence in herself 

and faith in me.  Now she has figured out that being free to make choices is pretty cool and staying 

with Doc and me on rides is an excellent way to spend a day.  What is the most fun of all is to have 

all 3 equines on a ride.  Eleanor and Greta have the most amazing time together and Doc is like a 

mother hen, constantly talking to them and drawing them back from their adventures. 

 



Daniel Adam & Gary Russell 

Leslie Alderton 

Christine Amini 

Nancy Amini 

Jo Ann & Fred Bantin 

Georgette & David Berry 

Patricia & Richard Brown 

Michael & Daria Bugg 

Gisella Castagna 

Karen Chappelow 

Paul & Phyllis Deane 

Margaret & Laura Dus 

Jenni Elke 

Joe & Tania Fawcett 

Dorothy & Ronald Flory 

Barbara & Jay Foreman 

Brad & Katy Gagne 

Rachel Garrison 

Nadine & Roman Glemba 

William Gregory 

McKenzie & Jadyn Guertin 

Chloe Gustafson 

Julie & Larry Hanan 

Lee Hessinger 

Kimberly Hogg & Lynette Kelly 

Anne Huddle 

Anne & Lee Ibrahim 

Lisa Markus 

 

 

 

Danette LaGuardia 

Justin & Chuck Loerwald 

Dorothy Longstreet 

Jerry & Janet Mallow 

Eileen Mast 

Scott & Deborah Mentzer 

Angie Morris 

Richard & Sally Mullaney 

Monika Orchard 

Janelle Plattenberger 

Susan Rawson 

Eliza Read 

Sandy Righter  

Sheila Schaffer 

Conny Seiler 

Barbara Shearer 

David Snyder 

LaVaughn Standridge Parnell 

Michelle Szylowski 

Katie Thomas  

Amy Tsui 

Linda & Arthur Vannostrand 

Eileen Voth & Wil Roesler 

Veronique Weiss 

Janiece Woodland 

THANK YOU to the current 

Guardians in our EARS (Education 

And Rehabilitation Sponsorship) 

and Sanctuary programs. 

Sponsorships provide hope and securit� to ever�  Sponsorships provide hope and securit� to ever�  Sponsorships provide hope and securit� to ever�  Sponsorships provide hope and securit� to ever�  

donkey who enters our cor�als.donkey who enters our cor�als.donkey who enters our cor�als.donkey who enters our cor�als.    

Please check out our website or 

contact us for details on the 

program. 

 

 

 

 

 

Tinker with sponsor Amanda Ibrahim 

Hooray for our SponsorsHooray for our Sponsors  

Thanks to grants from the ASPCA and Colorado Unwanted Horse Alliance, we have 

grant funds available to assist with the cost of jack castrations.   

       

New Arrivals Leema and her jack foal Bodie 

We thank the Colorado Horse Rescue for    

networking with Longhopes to make sure 

these donkeys were saved from harm and 

could come to Longhopes. 

What does that symbol with the 

lion that we see all over        

Longhopes’ correspondence     

really mean?    
 

In 2012 we were accredited by the Global            

Federation of Animal Sanctuaries.  This is an       

independent organization whose mission is “Helping 

Sanctuaries Help Animals.”  They have an in-depth 

evaluation process to determine which rescues and 

sanctuaries meet their standards of excellence and 

are deemed Verified or the highest honor -            

Accredited. 

 

We are proud and honored to be one of only 55     

organizations worldwide to be accredited by GFAS. 



Miss Bliss Corner 

This time I am the one with the questions. 
 
FIRST:  I  know why I  wore  a winter blanket.  But why did all 

the other plain donkeys at Longhopes get winter blankets? 

 
It was been a pretty bitter winter at Longhopes.  Elderly  

donkeys with poor circulation benefit from a thick blanket 

that traps their body heat and keeps them dry from the snow.  Donkeys that arrive at Longhopes 

near starvation don’t have enough body fat to stay warm.  We didn’t want them to be using all 

their extra calories to make heat instead of new fat and muscle so they wore blankets.  And then 

there were the other donkeys that, like you, were just spoiled.    

 
SECOND:  Harriett is now sharing my paddock.  I notice that she is getting a Fig Newton cookie every 

morning.  Seems unfair that I don’t get a treat too.   

 
Harriett, unlike you, has some orthopedic problems caused from neglect by her prior owner.  She 

takes a pill every day to control her arthritis and pain.  We found that putting the big pill inside a 

Fig Newton is an easy way to get her to eat it without giving her grain which would make her gain 

weight (which would put more pressure on her damaged hooves).  

 
THIRD:  I recall that when I was younger, I spent a winter in the house.   

 I am ready to move back in.  When should I pack my suitcase? 

 
It is true that you were raised in the basement of Kathy’s home, but you 

were an orphan foal.  Now you are a grown up donkey.  Like many kids 

who leave home, your bedroom got remodeled and is no longer         

available.  Alan (right) likes the “empty nest.”   

Our 2015 FACEBOOK blanket drive was a huge success.  We want to extend a     

special thanks for the blankets donated by the following supporters: Paula &      

Richard Boudrealt, Kris Brewer, John Dansby, Maurene Flory, Rosanne Bingham, 

Janiece Woodland, Jackie Mack, M. Lynn Kelly, Heather Merrell, Dawn Collamer, 

Eliza Daley Read, Kathy Uran and Cindy Lee with Wags and Menace Make a       

Difference Foundation. 



Our Generous Corporate SponsorOur Generous Corporate SponsorOur Generous Corporate SponsorOur Generous Corporate Sponsor    

Meet a Donkey Day! Meet a Donkey Day! Meet a Donkey Day! Meet a Donkey Day!     

    Mark your calendars for our NoMark your calendars for our NoMark your calendars for our NoMark your calendars for our No----Fee Tour day Fee Tour day Fee Tour day Fee Tour day     

Saturday, May 16th from 10am to 2pm  Saturday, May 16th from 10am to 2pm  Saturday, May 16th from 10am to 2pm  Saturday, May 16th from 10am to 2pm      

Featured Donkeys for AdoptionFeatured Donkeys for AdoptionFeatured Donkeys for AdoptionFeatured Donkeys for Adoption    

Oakley age 2, paint gelding.  Oakley is Oakley age 2, paint gelding.  Oakley is Oakley age 2, paint gelding.  Oakley is Oakley age 2, paint gelding.  Oakley is 

46” tall and still growing.  He is sweet 46” tall and still growing.  He is sweet 46” tall and still growing.  He is sweet 46” tall and still growing.  He is sweet 

and easy to handle.  Oakley enjoys    and easy to handle.  Oakley enjoys    and easy to handle.  Oakley enjoys    and easy to handle.  Oakley enjoys    

playing and would enjoy a gelding friend.playing and would enjoy a gelding friend.playing and would enjoy a gelding friend.playing and would enjoy a gelding friend.    
Humphrey age 9, standard gelding.  It would be hard Humphrey age 9, standard gelding.  It would be hard Humphrey age 9, standard gelding.  It would be hard Humphrey age 9, standard gelding.  It would be hard 

to find a more personable donkey.  Humphrey never to find a more personable donkey.  Humphrey never to find a more personable donkey.  Humphrey never to find a more personable donkey.  Humphrey never 

met a stranger he didn’t like.  He needs a mellow, kind met a stranger he didn’t like.  He needs a mellow, kind met a stranger he didn’t like.  He needs a mellow, kind met a stranger he didn’t like.  He needs a mellow, kind 

gelding donkey to compliment his gentle demeanor.gelding donkey to compliment his gentle demeanor.gelding donkey to compliment his gentle demeanor.gelding donkey to compliment his gentle demeanor.    

Tinker age 2, small standard, black jennet.  When you meet her, you Tinker age 2, small standard, black jennet.  When you meet her, you Tinker age 2, small standard, black jennet.  When you meet her, you Tinker age 2, small standard, black jennet.  When you meet her, you 

would never know that she has a permanent orthopedic deformity in would never know that she has a permanent orthopedic deformity in would never know that she has a permanent orthopedic deformity in would never know that she has a permanent orthopedic deformity in 

her front legs.  Tinker doesn’t let that slow her down but is best suited her front legs.  Tinker doesn’t let that slow her down but is best suited her front legs.  Tinker doesn’t let that slow her down but is best suited her front legs.  Tinker doesn’t let that slow her down but is best suited 

as a pet.  She loves all donkeys and would do well with young or     as a pet.  She loves all donkeys and would do well with young or     as a pet.  She loves all donkeys and would do well with young or     as a pet.  She loves all donkeys and would do well with young or     

miniature donkeys.  miniature donkeys.  miniature donkeys.  miniature donkeys.      

Thank you to CSU veterinarians Dr. Thank you to CSU veterinarians Dr. Thank you to CSU veterinarians Dr. Thank you to CSU veterinarians Dr. 

Swain and Dr. Yocom and their vet  Swain and Dr. Yocom and their vet  Swain and Dr. Yocom and their vet  Swain and Dr. Yocom and their vet  

students who dedicated a day of pro students who dedicated a day of pro students who dedicated a day of pro students who dedicated a day of pro 

bono dental care and vaccinations to bono dental care and vaccinations to bono dental care and vaccinations to bono dental care and vaccinations to 

our donkeys .  our donkeys .  our donkeys .  our donkeys .      

Thank you to Cookies Thank you to Cookies Thank you to Cookies Thank you to Cookies 

with Altitude from    with Altitude from    with Altitude from    with Altitude from    

Leadville, CO (right) for Leadville, CO (right) for Leadville, CO (right) for Leadville, CO (right) for 

bringing their special bringing their special bringing their special bringing their special 

bakery cookies for our bakery cookies for our bakery cookies for our bakery cookies for our 

lucky donkeys.  We’ve lucky donkeys.  We’ve lucky donkeys.  We’ve lucky donkeys.  We’ve 

had several requests had several requests had several requests had several requests 

from our residents for from our residents for from our residents for from our residents for 

another visit!another visit!another visit!another visit!    



Longhopes Donkey Shelter 

66 N. Dutch Valley Road 

Bennett, CO  80102 

www.longhopes.org 

longhopesorg@gmail.com 

(303) 644-5930 
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REMEMBER 
 

Longhopes can board your 
donkeys while you go on    
vacation. 
 
Call us to reserve a spot at 
donkey camp. 

Longhopes around the World 

Our Veterinary Guide to Jack Castra-
tions has been viewed over 150,000 
times on You-Tube  
from 196 countries.   
 
We have also provided copies  of the 
DVD to several 
U.S. veterinary 
schools. 
 
It is also  
available for 
 purchase for 
$25.00. 
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